
Name of the Constituency – 180 –BAGNAN A.C.  

JName of the Candidate- ANUPAM MALLIK  

  

Sl. 

1  

a.  Nature of the offences  U/S147/148/149/18 

6/283/332/353/323/ 

436/427/506 IPC &  

9 MPO  

U/S  

147/148/149/186/332/33 

3/353/307/427 IPC & 26  

CAN Act (L&T) & 8(vi) 

NH Act & 32 Police Act  

U/S  

147/148/149/325/326/379/3 

07/427/506 IPC & 8(vi)  

 NH Act  

  

  b.  Case no.  GR Case no. 1935/2020  GR Case no. 32/2018  GR Case no. 31/2018  

  c.  Name of the Court  ACJM Uluberia  ACJM Uluberia  ACJM Uluberia  

  d.  Whether charges have 

been framed or not  

No  Not known  Not known  

  

  e.  Date of conviction, if 

any  

Not Applicable  Not Applicable  Not Applicable  

  

  f.  Details of punishment 

undergone, if any  

Not Applicable   Not Applicable  Not Applicable  

  

  g.  Any other information 

required to be given  

Nothing   Nothing  Nothing  

  

2.     The reasons for the 
selection of the 
candidate Selection 
shall  be  with  

reference 

  to the 

qualifications 

achievements and 

merit of the candidate, 

and not mere 

"winnability" at the 

polls (not more than 

100words)  

He is a social activist and he is always engaged in social and political activities 
within the Assembly Constituency of Bagnan. He is the District President of 
Howrah of the BJP since 2015. He has contested the 2008  
Panchayat election from Bagnan in 2008 and 2013. He has contested in the 

Uluberia Parliament bye-election in 2018. He commands high reputation and 

respect amongst the people of Bagnan Assembly  Constituency. The cases 

pending against him are all recent, politically motivated and trivial in nature. The 

party workers of Bagnan A.C. wish that he should be their voice in the Vidhan 

Sabha.   

3.    Reasons as to why 

other individuals 

without criminal 

antecedents could not 

be selected as 

candidates (not more 

than 100 words)  

The cases pending against him are recent, politically motivated and trivial in 

nature. He has been falsely implicated by the ruling party in these cases because 

he is a popular leader and a challenge to their anti-democratic policies. 

Considering his reputation and involvement with local population more 

particularly with the weaker sections of the society the party has considered him 

best amongst the others.  

 


